
Mesut Ozil Injury Update
Wenger expects Mesut Özil and Mikel Arteta to return to action in January, while Özil posted this
picture on his Twitter account to update fans on his injury. Ozil has divided opinion at the
Emirates Stadium but his absence is another blow to Arsenal's Mesut Ozil confirms he'll miss
another SEVEN weeks with injury.

11 Arsenal welcomed Mesut Ozil back to the pitch for the
first time since OctMetro's Massimo Marioni provides an
update on Mesut Ozi's injury:.
MESUT OZIL has given Arsenal fans an update on his injury. Mesut Özil has delivered an
update on his recovery from the knee injury he suffered against Chelsea to let Arsenal fans know
he is on the way back. Arsenal have been handed a boost with Mesut Ozil set to make his
comeback this weekend but Aaron Ramsey and Danny Welbeck are still struggling to be past.
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Mesut Ozil is close to making his first Arsenal appearance since October
Mikel Arteta will definitely not be recovered from his calf injury and,
while Arsène. Arsenal midfielder Mesut Ozil has revealed he is
champing at the bit to make a first-team return after nearly three months
out with a knee injury. The 26-year-old.

Mesut Özil is set to return from injury to boost Arsenal's challenge for a
Champions League place in the new year. Reuters. Arsenal's record
signing, Mesut Özil. MESUT OZIL is determined to come back fighting
for Arsenal as he closes in on a return from injury. Arsenal manager
Arsene Wenger insists the club will “follow our own recommendations”
on how best to help Mesut Ozil recover from a knee injury.

Breaking news headlines about Mesut Ozil,
linking to 1000s of sources around the world,
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on NewsNow: the one-stop shop for breaking
news.
Mesut Özil has been ruled out for 10 to 12 weeks after an MRI scan on
his The German Football Federation (DFB) tweeted the update that Özil
would be out. Arsene Wenger has offered a positive update on Mesut
Ozil's injury situation after revealing that the playmaker is only facing six
weeks on the sidelines. Petr Cech: 'No time for me to sit on the bench' ·
Arsenal FC v Galatasaray AS - UEFA Champions League 278d. Mesut
Ozil to undergo scan on injured knee. Arsene Wenger is following
recommendations of Arsenal specialists in treatment of Mesut Ozil's
injury. Mesut Ozil has taken to Facebook to deliver an insight into his
recovery as the Arsenal playmaker looks to return to full fitness
following his knee injury. MESUT OZIL has admitted watching Arsenal
from the sidelines is difficult. The Gunners' record signing has been out
with a knee injury since October and Transfer News: Man Utd to sign
Cavani, Arsenal double exit, Chelsea update.

Arsenal playmaker Mesut Ozil will finally be available for selection on
Sunday against Aston Villa after being sidelined for more than three
months, according.

Mesut Ozil is a doubt to face Scotland at the weekend. What would be
best for Arsenal?

Arsenal playmaker Mesut Özil has posted an injury update on his
Facebook page to show fans how hard he's battling to recover and regain
full fitness.

Mesut Ozil could be in line for an earlier comeback than the 2015 date
Arsenal have scheduled him for following an injury to his knee ligaments
in October.



Mesut Ozil has been in the form of his Arsenal career since his return
from injury earlier this year. Picking up a knee problem in October that
ruled him out. Arsenal Injury Update: Latest Team News on Welbeck,
Flamini, Ozil and Co. as Mesut Ozil and Danny Welbeck are unlikely to
feature against Hull CityReuters. Mesut Ozil is feeling positive as he
nears the end of his lengthy injury spell. Mesut Ozil: Past News Updates
( △ View most recent update ) now scored in all three matches he's
played since returning from a lengthy knee injury absence.

Arsenal midfielder Mesut Ozil has revealed that he faces another seven
weeks on the sidelines because of his knee injury. Ozil, 26, ruptured
ligaments in his left. Mesut Ozil posted a picture of his leg in a brace as
he did sit-ups in the gym, with a message: 'no, this is neither a red carpet
nor a magic carpet. it is just. Arsenal's Mesut Ozil has been ruled out for
at least two month with injury pitch, but there has been no update on
Yaya Sanogo who has a hamstring problem.
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Ahead of Arsenal's London derby clash with QPR on the Boxing Day, Arsene Wenger has given
a detailed injury update. Wenger mentions that Mikel Arteta.
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